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Abstract. 2014 Examination of deuteron magnetic resonance data in different thermotropic systems calls into question the explanation recently proposed by Bos Following such an approach, Bos and Doane [9] recently concluded that the conformation constants of complex mesogens are independent of temperature. The proposed correspondence [9] between the symmetry of the mesophase and the number of order parameters required to specify the splittings bvi(T) is not general. This is clearly illustrated in figure 1 where we have made a ratio plot (~V2~~1'4 vs. ~3/~4), similar to the one of Ref. [9] , using the data on terephthalidene-di-p-d9-butyl-2,6-d2-aniline or TBBAd22 [2] . The plot can be approximated as a straight line in the nematic phase. However, a discontinuity, well outside of the error limits of the data, appears at the nematic-smectic A transition (similar in magnitude to the one observed in Ref. [9] at the nematicsmectic C transition of octyloxybenzoic acid [10] ).
On the other hand, the plot is continuous at the smectic A-smectic C transition. Then, the implied interpretation is that the number of order parameters must be modified at the transition involving no phase symmetry change, whereas it remains constant at the transition involving a symmetry change.
The number of order parameters deduced is not independent of the set of splittings bvũ sed in the ratio plots. This is illustrated in figure 2 where we have studied the uniaxial smectic A and B phases of p-butyloxybenzylidene-pd 1 7-octyl-2,6-d2 -aniline (BOBOA-dI9) [11] figure 3 for the methyl splitting ~g(~) which presents a very unusual temperature dependence [11] . Although the features of the experimental curve are reproduced, it appears that the calculation does not fit in detail all the experimental data : the observed discrepancies, much larger than the spectral linewidth, indicate the determined constants 72 and c8 differ from the actual conformational coefficients c2(T ) and c8(T ) which connect the considered ratios in a given temperature range. Moreover, if the two constants are adjusted to get a best fit locally (in the temperature range of any one mesophase) the disparity between calculated and observed 8v8(T) persist in other mesophases. The irreversibility of such a procedure shows that this type of analysis can only be considered as a rough approximation of the real phenomena. In fact the lack of sensitivity of the plot presented by Bos and Doane to the variations of the c's arises mainly from the use of the very small splittings ~g [11] in the denominator of the ratios, yielding extremely expanded scales. Figure 3 demonstrates that the ratio plots cannot be used to exclude changes in the average molecular conformation with temperature in a quantitative analysis of ~vi(T).
A precise interpretation of the present DMR data on thermotropic systems is not trivial. Since the order tensor S is symmetric and traceless, the splittings for a mesogen molecule of low symmetry should depend in principle on five independent, non zero orientational order parameters, irrespective of the symmetry, uniaxial or biaxial, of the mesophase (provided that the magnetic field is kept along the direction of the mean molecular alignment [12] [11] . Such a description may be justified in first approximation by the small magnitudes anticipated for additional order parameters. In the nematic phase, for example, the asymmetry coefficient AS = Sxx -Syy which has been measured [13] and estimated [14] is very small compared to SZZ [15] . In a single order parameter approach, the particularities observed in the bvi(T) at phase transitions can be attributed in part to abrupt changes in the value of Szz (related to the thermodynamic nature of the phase transition [1] ) and to changes in the average molecular conformation (related to changes in the average orientation of the long axis relative to a given C-Di bond [11] [13] and [18] .
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